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A new kind of long-chain aliphatic polyamide (PA1218) with a relatively low melting point, high mo-
lecular weight, and stable mechanical properties at humid conditions was successfully developed via a
polycondensation reaction between 1,18-octadecanedioic acid and 1,12-diaminodecane. Additionally,
oleic acid-surfaced modified silicon dioxide (SSD) was prepared and employed to improve the properties
of PA1218 through in-situ polymerization. FT-IR spectra and TGA thermograms confirmed the successful
surface modification of nanoparticles, and consequently, 5% substitution of surface hydroxyl groups of
SiO2 nanoparticles with oleic acid molecules. Moreover, the thermomechanical and rheology tests
revealed a significant improvement in nanocomposites’ properties compared to the pure PA1218; for
instance, the tensile strength and storage modulus were increased by 22% and 40%, respectively in the
sample containing 3% SSD nanoparticles. This improvement, along with SEM images, confirmed the
uniform dispersion of SSD nanoparticles through the employed in-situ polymerization and excellent
compatibility between inorganic and organic phases, which was achieved via surface modification.
Finally, all the samples demonstrated a water uptake capacity of less than 0.6% attributed to the high
methylene/amide ratio in their backbones, causing these newly developed nanocomposites to be notable
candidates for specific engineering applications.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Linear aliphatic polyamides (PAs) are versatile engineering
thermoplastics produced in large quantities for decades. They
comprise the right balance of properties, including significant
resistance to wear and abrasion, considerable mechanical proper-
ties even at elevated temperatures, low permeability against gases,
good chemical resistance, and dimensional stability owing to the
strong intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonds between
the amide groups [1e4]. However, due to the amide moiety, they
are water-sensitive, requiring an efficient drying process. The
sorption of water molecules lowers the glass transition tempera-
ture due to the plasticization of the amorphous regions of partially
crystalline polymeric systems and consequently reduces the me-
chanical properties. An increase in the length of aliphatic sequences
could be an excellent solution to address this drawback since there
is a probable tendency that PA performs more like polyethylene if
the density of amide groups (eNHCOe) along molecular chains
.

r Ltd. This is an open access article
becomes very low [3,5e7]. As a result, studies on long alkane
segment PAs have attractedmuch attention in recent years. Specific
long-chain aliphatic PAs, which possess a repeating unit with a 20
or higher carbon number, have been well developed in the last
decade. These long repeating units, which can be derived from the
dicarboxylic acid segment (e.g., PA614, PA616, PA618) or the
diamine component (e.g., PA1010, PA1016, and PA1216), have a
higher ratio of methylene: amide linkages per repeating units.
Therefore, they adsorb lower moisture, giving these PAs a
competitive edge over the shorter-chain ones, such as PA6 and
PA66. For this purpose, they have found use in a broad field of
applications, such as packaging, automotive components, sporting
equipment, cables, and tubing [6,8].

Furthermore, organic-inorganic nanocomposites regarded as
innovative advanced materials have gained increasing attention in
the field of materials science and engineering. They have the
desirable properties of a ceramic phase, such as heat resistance,
retention of mechanical properties at elevated temperatures, and
low thermal expansion, and those of organic polymers, including
toughness, ductility, and processability [9,10]. These engineered
materials could be called nanocomposites if at least one dimension
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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of the inorganic phase is below 100 nm [10,11]. It is known that the
properties of the resulting nanocomposites strongly depend on the
characteristics, dimensions, and shapes of inorganic fillers and their
dispersion, as well as compatibility with the organic phase [12,13].
Incorporating well-dispersed silica, which exhibits chemical
inertness, nontoxicity, optical transparency, and excellent thermal
stability and hardness, can improve the thermal and mechanical
properties of PAs [14,15]. However, the untreated silica nano-
particles have poor dispersibility in the PA matrix even at low
concentrations due to the hydrogen bonds between vicinal silanol
groups of silica; therefore, the final composite properties may
decrease even lower than the primary polymer may do. Surface
modification is one of the efficient solutions to address this draw-
back; accordingly, amino-functionalized silica [16],x carboxylated
silica [17], fluorinated silica [18], and phosphorylated silica [19]
have been developed. Furthermore, among the well-known
methods employed to prepare nanocomposites, such as sol-gel
processing, solution casting, melt blending, and in-situ polymeri-
zation, the latter has shown considerable potential to overcome the
aggregation tendency of nanoparticles in the polymer matrix
[20,21].

In the current study, a new type of long-chain aliphatic poly-
amide 1218 (PA1218) and its nanocomposite with surface-modified
silicon dioxide (SSD) were developed through in-situ polymeriza-
tion. The remarkable thermomechanical properties of the prepared
samples and the improved hydrophobicity have made them an
exciting candidate for a wide range of engineering applications.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

1,18-Octadecanedioic acid (ODA) was purchased from Cathay
Biotech Company, China. Silicon dioxide nanopowder (10e20 nm
particle size) and sodium hypophosphite monohydrate (�99%)
were obtained from Sigma. 1,12-diaminodecane (�98%) was pur-
chased from TCI, Japan. Oleic acid (technical grade, �90%) and n-
hexane (99%) were supplied from Alfa Aesar. Laboratory grade
ethanol (92.4%, ETAX B) was supplied from ALTIA Industrial,
Finland.

2.2. Preparation of oleic acid surface-modified silica nanoparticles

SiO2 nanoparticles’ surface was modified with oleic acid (OA)
molecules through a reaction between OA’s carboxylic acid groups
and the hydroxyl groups of SiO2 [17,22]. Initially, 1.0 g of SiO2
nanoparticles were dispersed in 100 mL n-hexane by 30 min
ultrasonication. Then, 1.0 g of OA was added to the mixture, while
the systemwas stirred at 80 �C. Themixing was continued for 4 h at
80 �C, followed by another 1 h in the ice bath. Afterward, the
mixture was centrifuged and washed several times with ethanol/
water solution (70/30) before drying at �40 �C. The final white
powder, which was OA surface-modified silica nanoparticles, was
coded as SSD and employed to prepare nanocomposites.

2.3. Synthesis of polyamide 1218 and nanocomposites

PA1218 was synthesized with the method developed in our
previous works with significant modifications [6,23]. An identical
mole of C12 and C18 as monomers was added to the high-torque
reactor equipped with a heating jacket and an overhead mixer.
The temperature was gradually increased to 210 �C, and the reac-
tion was continued for 4 h under nitrogen flow and mild stirring.
The final product was removed by cooling the reactor, while the
system was kept under nitrogen flow to avoid any oxidation. Then,
2

it was milled using the Retsch SM 300 Cutting Mill at 1000 RPM
with a blade size of 1 mm and finally hot-pressed (200 C, 150 kPa)
to prepare film shape samples for further characterizations. For
synthesizing PA1218/SSD, a prescribed amount of SSD was
dispersed in ethanol through 30 min sonication, and then ODAwas
added, and the system was mixed for 1 h. Afterward, the mixture
was dried overnight at ambient temperature. The dried ODA/SSD
was employed to synthesize the PA1218/SSD nanocomposite with a
similar method previously described for the pure polymer. The SSD
amount into the matrix was selected as 1, 3, and 5%, and the
samples were coded as PA-SSD1, PA-SSD3, and PA-SSD5, respec-
tively. It is noteworthy that the most published PA/silica nano-
composite materials contain similar amounts of filler since higher
loading often results in a decrease in mechanical properties like
tensile strength [24].
2.4. Characterization

2.4.1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
FT-IR measurement was performed on a PerkinElmer FT-IR

Labsence model with an ATR instrument (USA) in a reflection
mode. The spectra were obtained by accumulating 32 scans in the
wavenumber range of 4000e500 cm�1 at the resolution of 4 cm�1.
̊
2.4.2. X-ray diff raction

XRD measurements were performed on PANalytical X'Pert Pro
model MPD Alpha 1 (Netherland). The sample was scanned from 5
to 30� at a scan rate of 5�.min�1 (Cu Ka radiation, l ¼ 0.1542 nm,
voltage 40 kV, current 50 mA).
2.4.3. Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
1H NMR measurements were performed with a Bruker NMR

Spectrometer model Avance III 400 (USA) operating at 400 MHz
(9.4 T). Chloroform-d1 (deuteration at no less than 99.8%) with 10%
v/v trifluoroacetic anhydride was utilized as the solvent. The test
was conducted at room temperature.
2.4.4. Gel Permeation Chromatography
GPC was conducted with a Waters Whyatt Malls model 717 plus

Autosampler (USA) in chloroform-d1 with a 10% v/v trifluoroacetic
anhydride solvent at 25 �C. A series of polystyrene standards were
used for column calibration.
2.4.5. Scanning electron microscopy
SEM images were taken from the sample’s cross-section area

after sputtering with gold using the Zeiss Instrument model Sigma
VP (Germany) at the voltage of 10 kV with different magnifications.
Furthermore, the SSDmorphology was studied with an SEM image.
2.4.6. Water absorption
All the samples’ water absorption capacity was measured by

monitoring the already-dried sample’s weight changes (m0) soaked
in the distilled water at 25 �C after 48 h. The sample was taken out,
and excess water was dried gently from its surface with tissue
paper and immediately weighted (mw). The water absorption per-
centage (WA%) was calculated using Eq. (1). Eachmeasurement was
repeated three times, and the average value ± error of the mean
was reported.

WA ð%Þ¼mw �m0

m0
� 100 (1)
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2.4.7. Tensile test
The tensile test was conducted using an Instron Universal Ten-

sile Tester model 4204 (USA) based on ASTM D882 with a 2 kN
static load cell. The measurements were strain-control with an
increasing strain rate of 10 mm/min. The dog bone shape specimen
was allowed to equilibrate in a humidity-controlled atmosphere
(50%) at 25 �C for 48 h before the test. For the pure PA1218, the
measurement was also performed in a dried condition inwhich the
sample was dried at a vacuum oven 48 h before the measurement
to investigate the effect of water absorption on the mechanical
properties of the matrix. The Young’s modulus, yield strength,
tensile strength, elongation at break, and toughness calculating
from the stress-strain curve’s surface area up to the maximum
extension, were determined. The presented results were the
average of three reproducible repeats ± standard error of the mean.
2.4.8. Dynamic mechanical analysis
DMAwas carried out using a TA Instruments model Q800 (USA)

in tension film mode in the temperature range of 25e175 �C with a
heating rate of 5 �C/min, at a frequency of 1 Hz, strain of 1%, and
pre-load of 1 N. The storage modulus (E0), loss modulus (E00), and
loss tangent (tan d) were measured as a function of temperature for
all the samples under identical conditions.
2.4.9. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
DSC was performed on a TA-Instruments model MT-DSC Q2000

(USA) equipped with a cooling system under the nitrogen atmo-
sphere. Two heating-cooling cycles in the range of �20 to 250 �C
were applied with a 10 �C/min scan rate. The crystallization tem-
perature (Tc), melting temperature (Tm), crystallization enthalpy
(DHc), and melting enthalpy (DHm) were determined from the
second cycle. The degree of crystallinity (cc) was calculated using
Eq. (2) inwhich DHcwas cold crystallization (zero in this study), and
DH0

m was the melting enthalpy of a 100% crystalline specimen. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no reported value for
100% crystalline PA1218; therefore, the value of purely crystalline
PA1212 (292.2 J/g) was used since it had the closest structural
counterpart to the aforementioned synthesized polyamide [25].

Xc ¼DHm � DHc

DH0
m

� 100 (2)
2.4.10. Thermal gravimetric analysis
TGA was performed with a TA Instruments model Q500 (USA)

under nitrogen flow with a heating rate of 10 �C/min from 30 to
700 �C to investigate the thermal stability of the samples.
Furthermore, the amount of a substituted OA on the surface of
nanoparticles was measured by comparing the TGA thermograms
of SiO2 before and after surface modification.
2.4.11. Rheological measurements
The melt state’s dynamic rheological measurements were per-

formed using an Anton Paar model Physica MCR 301 (Austria)
rotational rheometer at 190 �C under a nitrogen atmosphere. The
rheological properties of the samples, including storage modulus
(G0), loss modulus (G00), complex viscosity (|h*|), and loss factor,
were measured in oscillatory shear mode using 25 mm-diameter
parallel plates at a gap of 1 mm. The above-mentioned properties
were recorded as a function of angular frequency in the range from
0.01 to 100 Hz at a fixed strain of 5%.
3

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of oleic acid-surface modified silica
nanoparticles

Fig. 1a depicts the FT-IR spectra of SiO2, SSD, and OA. Although
the characteristic peak at 1720 cm�1 originated from eCOOH
groups of OA disappeared in SSD, the peak at 3410 cm�1 belonging
to eOH groups of silicon dioxide became weak. Additionally, three
new peaks appeared in the spectra of SSD at 2940, 2856, and
1462 cm�1, which corresponded to the absorptions of the eCH2
asymmetrical stretching, symmetrical stretching, and scissoring
vibrations, which originated from OA, respectively [17,22]. Overall,
the FT-IR spectra could confirm the successful surface modification
of SiO2 nanoparticles with OA through a reaction between the
carboxylic acid and the SieOH groups.

To investigate the amount of grafted OA on the surface of SiO2
nanoparticles, TGA was performed on the pure SiO2 and SSD
(Fig. 1b). There were significant differences between the thermo-
grams of unmodified and modified nanoparticles; the SiO2 illus-
trated a low weight loss up to 700 �C owing to dehydration of
surface hydroxyl groups [26] without any peak in the DTG curve
(Fig. S1). In comparison, SSD revealed a higher weight loss with a
DTG peak at 345 �C due to the degradation of organic compounds
grafted on the surface of SiO2. Although SiO2 exhibited aweight loss
of 7.5% after heating up to 700 �C, SSD nanoparticles revealed 12.5%,
indicating a successful grafting of 5% of OA on the surface of SiO2 via
the reaction between SieOH and eCOOH groups [26,27]. The
grafted OA percentagewas alsomeasured by the elemental analysis
(Thermo Flash Smart CHNSO Elemental Analyzer). The amounts of
carbon were 0.0243% and 5.2226%for the pure SiO2 and SSD,
respectively, indicating a successful grafting of approximately 5.2%
OA on the surface of silica nanoparticles.

The morphology of the surface-modified silica nanoparticles
was investigated using SEM images. The surface-modified nano-
particles demonstrated spherical clusters with an average diameter
of 60 ± 20 nm (Fig. 1c), confirming that the surface treatment did
not significantly affect the SiO2 morphology (spherical nano-
particles with the particle size of 10e20 nm, Fig. S2). Furthermore,
SSD illustrated a broad peak centered at 22� (Fig. 1d), assigned to
the amorphous characteristic of SiO2 [28], indicating that the sur-
face modification did not change the silicon dioxide structure.

3.2. Chemical and morphological studies of the synthesized
polyamide 1218 and nanocomposites

Fig. 2 presents the FT-IR and 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized
PA1218. The FT-IR spectrum of PA1218 (Fig. 2a) demonstrated a
peak at 3305 cm�1 assigned to the NeH stretching, and two sharp
absorption peaks at 2917 and 2849 cm�1 corresponded to the
methylene stretching vibration. Furthermore, it exhibited several
sharp absorption peaks at around 1634, 1537, 1467, 1256, and
681 cm�1 assigned to amide-I (C]O stretching vibration), amide-II
(CeN stretching and NeH bending vibration), amide-III (CeH in-of-
plane bending vibration), amide-IV (CeCO stretching vibration)
and amide-V (NeH out-of-plane bending vibration), respectively.
The appeared peaks were in good agreement with other scientific
literature [2,29]. These peaks were repeated in all PA-SSD nano-
composites (Fig. S3) with slight displacement. Furthermore, a new
peak appeared for all the nanocomposite samples at 1107 cm�1,
attributed to the presence of SSD in the nanocomposite. The suc-
cessful synthesis of PA1218 was more investigated via 1H NMR
spectra (Fig. 2b), where two signals appeared in the region around
3.7 and 2.8 ppm (peaks a and b, respectively) assigned to the
methylene proton adjacent to the amino group (CH2eNH-) and a



Fig. 1. a) FT-IR spectra of SiO2, SSD, and OA. (b) TGA thermograms of SiO2 and SSD. (c) SEM image of SSD nanoparticles with 140 kx magnification. (d) XRD pattern of SSD
nanoparticles.
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carbonyl group (eCOeCH2), respectively. Moreover, the peaks at 1.6
and 1.3 ppm correlated with protons along the aliphatic chain [6,8].
To sum up, the FT-IR results, along with the 1H NMR spectrum,
could confirm the successful synthesis of PA1218 via a reaction
between ODA and diaminodecane.

The number average molecular weight (Mn), weight average
molecular weight (Mw), and polydispersity index of the synthe-
sized PA1218 were 87,900 g/mol, 157,500 g/mol, and 1.79, respec-
tively (Fig. S4). The novel synthesized PA1218 revealed relatively
higher molecular weight than the short-chain and long-chain PAs
did [6,30]. It could be attributed to effective water removal, and the
mechanical agitation during the polycondensation reaction
encouraged chain growth and reduced the likelihood of chain
scission (degradation) or reaction termination [6]. Furthermore, the
precise stoichiometric amount of the fed monomers with relatively
high molecular weight could be another reason for observing such
great molecular weight.

The dispersion of SSD into the PA1218 matrix and the compat-
ibility between inorganic and organic phases were investigated
using SEM images (Fig. 2c and d). The SSD nanoparticles were
uniformly distributed into the PA1218 matrix via the employed in-
situ polymerization (Fig. 2c). Furthermore, no apparent segregation
of SSD and the formation of any voids around nanoparticles in any
region across the films could be detected, demonstrated good
compatibility between inorganic and organic phases due to the
successful surface modification of nanoparticles with OA. For sup-
porting the positive impact of surface modification on the
compatibility between organic and inorganic phases, the SEM im-
age was taken from the cross-section area of the nanocomposite
prepared by 3 wt% unmodified silica nanoparticles (Fig. 2d). As
illustrated, the nanoparticles were heterogeneously distributed in
4

the polymer matrix and agglomerated to each other, being attrib-
uted to the very high tendency of silica nanoparticles to adhere to
each other, as reported in the specific scientific literature [10,24].

3.3. Crystallization behavior of the synthesized polyamide 1218 and
nanocomposites

The crystal structure of PA1218 and PA-SSD nanocomposites
were studied with XRD and DSC analyses (Fig. 3). PA as a poly-
morphic material can crystallize in two major phases; g- and a-
crystalline forms. The former is more thermodynamically stable
and consists of antiparallel molecules in an extended zigzag chain
conformation with the ethylene segment and amide group in the
same plane, while the latter form is less stable with the hydrogen
bonding almost perpendicular to the carbon plane and between
parallel chains. It has been known that the a-crystalline phase
consists mainly of two characteristic diffraction peaks at approxi-
mately 20� and 24�, and the g-crystalline phase consists mainly of
one characteristic diffraction peak at approximately 22� [31,32]. As
provided in Fig. 3a, the synthesized PA1218 demonstrated a sharp
peak at approximately 20� attributed to the inter-chain distance of
the a-crystalline phase, with a shoulder at approximately 22�

suggesting the presence of the g-crystalline structure [3]. These
two peaks were repeated in all the nanocomposite samples, which
could confirm that the presence of SSD nanoparticles did not make
any new crystalline phase in the PA1218 matrix. Furthermore, the
SSD diffraction peak at 22� (Fig. 1d) could not be detected in all the
nanocomposite, probably due to its overlapping with the more
substantial peak attributed to the g-crystalline phase.

The melting and crystallization behavior of neat PA1218 and PA-
SSD nanocomposites was investigated by cyclic DSCmeasurements.



Fig. 2. a) FT-IR and (b) 1H NMR spectra of the synthesized PA1218. (c) SEM image of PA-SSD3 nanocomposite with 60 kx magnification. (d) SEM image of PA-SiO2 nanocomposite
(3 wt%) with 60 kx magnification.

Fig. 3. a) XRD patterns and (b) DSC endothermic thermograms of PA1218 and PA-SSD nanocomposites.
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Fig. 3b and Fig. S5 illustrate the second cycle of heating and cooling
thermograms, respectively. Furthermore, Table 1 summarizes the
relevant parameters, including melting point (Tm), crystallization
temperature (Tc), melting enthalpy (DHm), crystallization enthalpy
(DHc), and crystallinity (cc). All the samples revealed one
5

endothermic peak with a broad shoulder at lower temperature and
one exothermic peak, demonstrating that the presence of SSD did
not make any new crystal phase, as previously observed in the XRD
results. The appearance of the dual melting peaks at approximately
171 �C and 154 �C could be attributed to the melting points of a-



Table 1
DSC results of PA1218 and PA-SSD nanocomposites.

Sample Tmg (�C) Tma (�C) Tc (�C) DHm (kJ/g) DHc (kJ/g) cc (%)

PA1218 151.64 171.33 146.26 32.262 64.22 11.04
PA-SSD1 153.12 172.79 148.59 36.08 60.01 12.35
PA-SSD3 149.21 170.47 151.03 51.172 55.29 17.51
PA-SSD5 152.80 172.79 148.12 39.65 56.21 13.57

a Residual percentage.
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and g-crystalline phases, respectively [24,31]. It is worth noting
that the observed melting temperature for PA1218 was relatively
lower than that reported for short-chain commercialized PAs such
as PA6 (220 �C), PA66 (260 �C), PA11 (191 �C), and PA12 (178 �C) [6].
However, themelting point had good agreement with that reported
for PA1216 (171 �C) [33], which has the closest structure to the
developed PA1218, as well as with the melting point of PA624
(170 �C) [3], which has the same number of carbon per repeating
unit. This relatively lower melting point, which is a notable benefit,
could be due to the lower amide linkages per repeat unit and,
consequently, a decrease in the number of hydrogen bonds that
reduced energy requirements for melting [3,6]. Similarly, the
crystallization temperature was significantly lower than that re-
ported for short-chain PAs owing to increased chain flexibility/
mobility, higher free volume, and more effective rearrangement of
polymer chains [6,31].

Moreover, the SSD nanoparticles did not alter Tm, whereas the
crystallization temperature and enthalpy shifted to higher and
lower values, respectively, revealing an earlier and accelerated
crystallization of the PA1218 phase. In other words, the uniformly
dispersed nanoparticles acted as nucleating agents and conse-
quently increased the degree of crystallinity (cc) of the matrix [34].
Accordingly, cc increased from 11.04 at PA1218 to 17.51% at the PA-
SSD3 nanocomposite. However, the crystallinity was reduced at
higher SSD content (5%), probably due to nanoparticles’ inhomo-
geneous dispersion into the polymer matrix. It could also be due to
the growth of defect crystals, leading to the diminishing of cc
[35,36]. The similar crystallization behavior has been reported for
PA6/silica [24], PA6/graphene oxide [37], and PA12/graphene [34].

3.4. Water absorption results of the synthesized polyamide 1218
and nanocomposites

Table 2 summarizes the water absorption (WA) percentage of
the prepared samples. Although the WA of PA1218 (0.51%) was
relatively lower than the values reported for PA6 (9.5%) and PA66
(8.53%), it was comparable with the water absorption capacity of
PA624 (0.67%), having the same number of carbons per repeating
unit [3]. This low water uptake capacity could be attributed to the
increased number of non-polar aliphatic groups and the reduced
amide linkage density, which originated from hydrogen bonds with
water molecules. Furthermore, WA did not change significantly
upon increasing the SSD content indicating the incorporation of
Table 2
Mechanical properties and water absorption capacity of PA1218 and PA-SSD nanocompo

Samples Tensile modulus (GPa) Yield strength (MPa) Tensile streng

PA1218a 1.691 ± 0.050 25.59 ± 1.05 43.47 ± 1.95
PA1218 1.664 ± 0.061 25.51 ± 1.10 43.12 ± 1.82
PA-SSD1 1.861 ± 0.072 31.24 ± 1.24 47.61 ± 2.17
PA-SSD3 2.134 ± 0.092 40.35 ± 1.52 52.78 ± 2.16
PA-SSD5 2.283 ± 0.091 30.31 ± 1.20 44.63 ± 1.81
PA-SiO2b 1.994 ± 0.091 25.46 ± 1.32 27.65 ± 1.41

a Dried sample.
b Nanocomposite with 3 wt% unmodified SiO2 nanoparticles.
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SSD nanoparticles, and its concentration did not change the pri-
mary water diffusion mechanism of PA1218 [38]. This characteristic
could be a unique property for the newly developed PA and its
nanocomposites regarding material properties, utilization, and
storage.
3.5. Static mechanical properties of the synthesized polyamide 1218
and nanocomposites

Fig. 4a provides the stress-strain curves of all the samples.
Moreover, Table 2 summarizes the relevant mechanical properties,
including tensile modulus, yield strength, tensile strength, elon-
gation at break, and toughness. The tensile modulus and strength of
the synthesized PA1218 were significantly higher than those re-
ported for PA624 [3], which has a similar number of carbons per
repeating unit. In other words, the tensile modulus and tensile
strength were 200% and 35% higher, respectively. However, the
elongation at break was 400% lower, indicating a stiffer structure
was prepared through polycondensation polymerization between
C12-diamine and C18-dicarboxylic acid. Additionally, a slight dif-
ference was observed between the humid- and dried-PA1218 me-
chanical properties due to its relatively low water absorption
capacity, as previously observed. This stable mechanical property
could be an outstanding characteristic for the developed PA1218
since it is known that the tensile strength and modulus of PA6
decrease in humid conditions, mainly due to the plasticization of
water molecules [39].

Furthermore, all the prepared samples’ stress-strain curves
demonstrated a yield point followed by plastic deformation. They
also illustrated strain hardening in which polymer chains orien-
tated from and aligned in the direction of the load caused an in-
crease in the matrix’s strength and stiffness in stretch direction,
similar to the trend observed for layered-silicate-based nano-
composites [40]. The SSD presence did not significantly affect
polymer chains’ orientation in the applied force direction due to the
favorable interfacial interactions and good compatibility between
nanoparticles and PA matrix resulting from surface modification of
SSD with OA [41]. In addition, the tensile modulus, yield strength,
tensile strength, elongation at break, and toughness, which corre-
sponded to the energy or work required for rupture, were increased
notably upon increasing the nanoparticles. In other words, tensile
modulus, tensile strength, and elongation at break were increased
by 26%, 22%, and 13%, respectively, for the samples containing 3%
SSD. It is known that the interfacial bonding between the matrix
and nanoparticles and the distribution of nanofillers are two crucial
factors influencing the strength, toughness, and elongation of the
compositematerials [42]. Accordingly, the nanocomposite samples’
improved mechanical properties could be attributed to the uniform
distribution of nanoparticles into the polymer matrix via the
employed in-situ polymerization and the strong interfacial adhe-
sion and excellent compatibility between the SSD nanoparticles
and the PA1218 matrix obtained through the successfully surface
sites.

th (MPa) Elongation at break (%) Toughness (MPa) WA (%)

106 ± 4 3330 ± 112 e

108 ± 4 3387 ± 125 0.51 ± 0.018
116 ± 6 3873 ± 164 0.49 ± 0.019
120 ± 6 4170 ± 154 0.52 ± 0.02
99 ± 4 3407 ± 133 0.48 ± 0.016
61 ± 3 1598 ± 71 e



Fig. 4. a) stress-strain curves of PA1218, PA-SDD nanocomposites, and PA-SiO2 nanocomposite with 3 wt% nanoparticles. (b) tan d, (c) storage modulus, and (d) loss modulus of
PA1218 and PA-SDD nanocomposites versus temperature.
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modification of SiO2 nanoparticles with OA. For supporting the
latter, the mechanical properties of the nanocomposite containing
3 wt% untreated SiO2 nanoparticles were measured. As summa-
rized in Table 2, the yield strength tensile strength, elongation at
break, and toughness of this sample were much less than the other
samples, which could be due to the heterogeneous dispersion and
agglomeration of unmodified SiO2 nanoparticles in the polymer
matrix. It is worth noting that the mechanical properties of the PA-
SSD nanocomposites were slightly reduced at 5% loading of SSD,
probably owing to the aggregation of nanoparticles into the PA1218
matrix. The similar trend has been reported for PA66/tetraethox-
ysilane [9,43], PA6/amino-functionalized mesoporous silica nano-
particles [26], and PA6/polysiloxane [44].
3.6. Dynamic mechanical properties of the synthesized polyamide
1218 and nanocomposites

The neat PA1218 and PA-SSD nanocomposites were subjected to
DMA in tension mode, and the variation of loss tangent (tan d),
storage modulus (E0), and loss modulus (E00) versus temperature
and SSD loading were studied (Fig. 4). The glass transition tem-
perature (Tg) of the neat PA1218 extracted from the tan d curve
(Fig. 4b) was approximately 55 �C. This value was relatively lower
than that reported for commercial PA6, PA11, and PA12 and some
specific long-chain aliphatic PAs such as PA1010, PA614, and PA618
[6,9]. The increase in the repeating unit length resulted in enhanced
flexibility of the main backbone chain and reduced the activation
energy required for glass transition [6]. All PA-SSD nanocomposites
revealed the elevated Tg compared to the neat PA1218 due to the
7

enhanced interfacial bonding between PA1218 and surface-
modified nanoparticles, constraining the chains and segments
[45]. Nevertheless, PA-SSD5 illustrated a reduction in the Tg value,
which could be due to the increase in the free volume resulting
from nanoparticles’ aggregation at higher loading [46].

Moreover, the storage modulus of all the samples (Fig. 4c)
demonstrated a decreasing trend upon temperature due to the
softening and movement of polymer chains and segments at high
temperatures. However, it was more pronounced at temperatures
between 50 and 100 �C, corresponding to the transitioning from a
glassy region to a rubbery state known as glass transition temper-
ature (Tg), as previously observed in the tan d curve. In addition, the
storage and loss moduli (Fig. 4c and d) were relatively higher in all
the nanocomposite samples before and after the glass transition,
being in agreement with the literature [47,48]. For instance, E0 was
761 MPa for the pure PA1218 at 25 �C, while it was increased to
1090 MPa in PA-SSD3, meaning that more than 40% improvement
was achieved by adding 3% SSD nanoparticles. This improvement
confirmed the nanoparticles’ stiffness effect attributed to the uni-
form dispersion of the rigid SSD into the PA1218 matrix, as previ-
ously observed in the SEM images and tensile test results.
Moreover, the observed reduction for PA-SSD5 could be due to the
SSD nanoparticles’ agglomeration at higher loading.
3.7. Thermal stability of the synthesized polyamide 1218 and
nanocomposites

Fig. 5 describes the TGA/DTG curves of PA1218 and PA-SSD
nanocomposites, as measured by TGA under nitrogen



Fig. 5. a) TGA and (b) DTG thermograms of PA1218 and PA-SSD nanocomposites.
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atmosphere. Additionally, Table S1 presents the corresponding re-
sults, including decomposition temperature at 5% (T5%), 10% (T10%),
maximum decomposition temperature (Tmax), and residual per-
centage. All samples demonstrated a similar weight loss trend,
including a stable mass before 400 �C, followed by a complete
decomposition between 400 and 550 �C, being consistent with the
literature data [19,49]. Nevertheless, significant differences could
be observed between the thermograms of neat PA1218 and PA-SSD
nanocomposites. For instance, T5% and Tmax were 399.92 and
435.87 �C in PA1218, while they increased to 422.69 and 460.75 �C
in the PA-SSD3 nanocomposite. This improvement could be owing
to the uniform dispersion of highly thermal resistant SSD nano-
particles and their interactions with the polymer via physical
bonding such as electrostatic and steric interactions [43,49]. Both
phenomena could restrict the polyamide macromolecular chain
movements during heating and improve the matrix’s thermal sta-
bility. However, after a threshold concentration was exceeded (3%),
the sample’s thermal stability started to decrease, which might be
reasoned based on the aggregation of SSD nanoparticles and their
inhomogeneous dispersion in the matrix. It could also be attributed
to an inherently weaker structure due to loss in crystallinity, as
found in the DSC study [43]. In addition, considering the residue of
SSD and pure PA1218 at 700 �C (87.23% and 0.31%, respectively), it
could be concluded that the residue left at 700 �C had good
agreement with the experimental SSD content. It could be another
evidence of the uniform dispersion of the nanoparticles into the
polymer matrix achieved via the in-situ polymerization [43].
Fig. 6. a) storage modulus and (b) complex viscosity of PA
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3.8. Rheological properties of the synthesized polyamide 1218 and
nanocomposites

Rheological properties of the material at the molten state
depend on the structure, size, shape, and dispersion state of
nanoparticles [50]. Accordingly, the rheological measurements
were performed for all the elaborated samples to further study the
degree of the SSD dispersion into the PA1218 matrix. Fig. 6 depicts
the frequency-dependence of the storage modulus (G0) and com-
plex viscosity (|h*|). Furthermore, Fig. S6 represents the behavior of
the loss modulus (G00) and loss factor, which is the ratio of G00 over
G0, as a function of frequency and SSD loading. At the temperature
and frequencies employed for the rheological measurements, the
PA1218 chains were fully relaxed and exhibited a liquid-like or
typical terminal behavior (G' < G00 or loss factor > 1, Fig. S6b) in
which the storage modulus is dependent on frequencies [51].
Accordingly, the storage modulus of all the samples was increased
upon increasing the frequency. Moreover, G0 and G00 were generally
higher in all the nanocomposite samples and were increased with
increasing the SSD content due to nanoparticles’ stiffening effect
resulting from their uniform dispersion into the matrix through the
employed in-situ polymerization [48,50].

In addition, at lower frequencies, all the samples revealed a
Newtonian behavior where the viscosity was independent of fre-
quency (Fig. 6b). However, at higher ones, they demonstrated a
non-Newtonian trend in which the viscosity was decreased with
the increase in the frequency, being in good agreement with the
1218 and PA-SSD nanocomposites versus frequency.
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scientific literature [52]. In other words, all the samples illustrated a
shear-thinning behavior attributed to the lack of time for the
polymer chain to respond to the applied oscillation at higher fre-
quencies [48]. Furthermore, the viscosity of PA1218 was increased
upon increasing the SSD content, which was attributed to the
frictional interaction between SSD nanoparticles and the formation
of interconnected physical networks, thereby inducing a reduction
in the mobility of PA1218 polymer chains [53].

4. Conclusion

A new kind of long-chain aliphatic polyamide was successfully
synthesized via a polycondensation reaction between 1,18-
octadecanedioic acid and 1,12-diaminodecane. Compared to
commercially available PAs, this newly developed PA1218 revealed
a relatively lower melting point and water uptake capacity, along
with stable mechanical properties in wet conditions. Furthermore,
the positive effect of the addition of surface-modified SiO2 on the
thermomechanical and rheological properties of PA1218 was
proved. Overall, the current study findings could introduce this
newly developed PA1218 and its nanocomposites with surface-
modified SiO2 nanoparticles as an interesting candidate for
numerous engineering applications.
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